RIGHT-HANDED SORCERER

Endurance Die: d4 (maximum at 1st-level).  Nadziranim do not get maximum Endurance at 1st-level.
Starting Gold: 140 GC.

Class skills: Bluff (Cha), Concentration (Con), Craft (Int), Handle Animal (Cha), Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (Int; all skills, taken individually), Occult (Int), Profession (Wis), Perception (Wis), Stealth (Dex), Speak Language (none).
Skill Points: 12 + (4 x Int mod) at 1st-level; (3 + Int mod) per level thereafter.  Nadziranim only get (2 + Int mod) per level and do not quadruple their skill points at 1st-level.

Class Features

Armour and Weapons Proficiency: Proficient with the club, dagger, dart, mace, quarterstaff and mace, but not with any or shields.
Dark Bargain (Ex):The character's allegiance automatically switches to Evil.  The character may increase the saving throw DC of any spell he casts by +1, but must spend an additional Endurance point to do so.
Magical Combat (Su):An RHS's base magical combat skill is equal to his RHS class level.  He stacks all class levels with the Magical Combat feature to determine his magical BCS.  His base magical damage is 1d6 at 1st-level, rising to 1d8 at 4th-level, 1d10 at 8th-level, 2d6 at 12th-level, 2d8 at 16th-level and 2d10 at 20th-level.
Right-Handed Spells (Sp): The Lore of the Right Hand consists primarily of ten spells, each with different uses and different tiers of effect.  A sorcerer learns all three tiers of each spell he learns at levels 1 – 10.  The sthrow DCs for each of the Right-Handed spells are equal to 10 + Int mod + Tier level + half RHS caster-level and can increased as per the sorcerer's Dark Bargain(above).
The Occult skill check DCs required to evoke each tier of effect and the amount of times each tier of each spell can be cast are identical to those of the Brotherhood (LWRPGp.19).
Unfortunately, each time a Right-Handed spell is that, there is a chance that the caster may be corrupted by the malign magic he is attempt to manipulate.  This chance is a flat 3% per Tier each time, with each failure inflicting 1 Corruption Point upon the sorcerer.
Willpower: The RHS has a Willpower score equal to half his Wisdom score at 1st-level.  At levels 2-7, he adds 1d4 Willpower each time; at levels 8-13, he adds 1d6 Willpower each time; at levels 14-19. he adds 1d8 Willpower each time; at 20th-level, he adds 2d6 Willpower.  If he rests for a full eight hours, he restores all his Willpower.
Focus (Su): The character may refocus their mental reserves as a full-round action once per day, restoring Willpower equal to his Wisdom score.  At 12th-level, the character can refocus twice per day.
Nadziranim Blessing: At 2nd-level and every four levels after, if the character is a Nadziran, each time he gains this power he may pick one spell he knows and, for all intents and purposes, he casts these spells as if he was one level higher.  A Nadziran may also add half his RHS levels (round down) to his natural Dark Cultist of Naar levels to determine the effectiveness of his innate spells.
Psychic Awareness (Su):At 4th-level, an RHS can engage in psychic combat, using the Attack action.  (As such, she may also use telepathy.)  At 8th-level, she may use the Shield action, at 12th-level, she may refocus her Willpower 2/day (as above), at 16th-level, she may use the Stun action and, at 20th-level, she has an Instinctive Shield.
Nadziranim Engineering: At 5th-level, if the character is a Nadziran, he may create any Nadziranim magical items (see Magic of Magnamundfor item creation rules).  If the character is nota Nadziran, then he may be taught to do so if he completes a quest for, or swears an suitably deviant oath to, one who can teach him.
Dark Favour: At 10th-level, the RHS gains any single magical item as long as it is suitably evil.  The GM will determine which item is received.
Dark Word (Sp):The RHS begins to learn the secret lore of the Right-Handed Path and may now select one Dark Word at each level from 11th to 19th.  Each Dark Word has a 15% chance of inflicting 1 Corruption Point upon the caster every time the spell is used.  Such dark magics are not to be trifled with lightly.
Dark Branding (Ex):At 14th-level, the character gains a +2 bonus to Intimidate checks on anyone who can see the brand and a +1 bonus to all Occult checks as long as the brand is not covered.
Dread Word (Sp):At 20th-level, the Right-Handed Sorcerer, now fully conversant with all the lesser and greater lores of the Right-Handed Path, must travel to the Plane of Darkness and there obtain his Dread Word from Naar Himself. He may only select one Dread Word and his pact with the God of Evil will be as twisted and as deviant as Naar can devise.
The Dread Word has a 25% chance of inflicting 1 Corruption Point upon the caster each and every time it is used, such is the horrendous blasphemy of the spell itself.

Level
BCS
Fort/Ref/Will
BMCS
BMD
Willpower
Special
1st
+0
+0/+0/+2
+1
1d6
½ Wisdom
Dark Bargain, Magical Combat, Right-Hand Spell, Willpower, Focus 1/day
2nd
+1
+0/+0/+3
+2
1d6
+1d4
Right-Hand Spell, Nadziranim Blessing
3rd
+1
+1/+1/+3
+3
1d6
+1d4
Right-Hand Spell
4th
+2
+1/+1/+4
+4
1d8
+1d4
Right-Hand Spell, Psychic Awareness (Attack)
5th
+2
+1/+1/+4
+5
1d8
+1d4
Right-Hand Spell, Nadziranim Engineering
6th
+3
+2/+2/+5
+6/+1
1d8
+1d4
Right-Hand Spell, Nadziranim Blessing
7th
+3
+2/+2/+5
+7/+2
1d8
+1d4
Right-Hand Spell
8th
+4
+2/+2/+6
+8/+3
1d10
+1d6
Right-Hand Spell, Psychic Awareness (Shield)
9th
+4
+3/+3/+6
+9/+4
1d10
+1d6
Right-Hand Spell
10th
+5
+3/+3/+7
+10/+5
1d10
+1d6
Dark Favour, Right-Hand Spell, Nadziranim Blessing
11th
+5
+3/+3/+7
+11/+6/+1
1d10
+1d6
Dark Word
12th
+6/+1
+4/+4/+8
+12/+6/+1
2d6
+1d6
Dark Word, Psychic Awareness (Focus 2/day)
13th
+6/+1
+4/+4/+8
+13/+6/+1
2d6
+1d6
Dark Word
14th
+7/+2
+4/+4/+9
+14/+6/+1
2d6
+1d8
Dark Branding, Dark Word, Nadziranim Blessing
15th
+7/+2
+5/+5/+9
+15/+6/+1
2d6
+1d8
Dark Word
16th
+8/+3
+5/+5/+10
+16/+11/+6/+1
2d8
+1d8
Dark Word, Psychic Awareness (Stun)
17th
+8/+3
+5/+5/+10
+17/+11/+6/+1
2d8
+1d8
Dark Word
18th
+9/+4
+6/+6/+11
+18/+11/+6/+1
2d8
+1d8
Dark Word, 
Nadziranim Blessing
19th
+9/+4
+6/+6/+11
+19/+11/+6/+1
2d8
+1d8
Dark Word
20th
+10/+5
+6/+6/+12
+20/+15/+10/+5
2d10
+2d6
Dread Word,
Psychic Awareness (Instinctive Shield)

The stat-block has been altered. I also made two slight adjustments - adding Focus 1/day at 1st-level (and bumping up the 12th-level Psychic Awareness to Focus 2/day) and altering the d10 Willpower gain at 20th-level to 2d6.
I have also added new spells and refined old ones in an attempt to complete the class.


Right-Handed Spells

BALEFYRE
This focuses on hurting your enemy directly.

Tier I: Vilefire (1 Endurance) 
See The Darklandsp.44, but costs 1 EP and has the normal Sorcerer save DC. 

Tier II: Bolts of Pain (1 Endurance) 
See The Darklandsp.50, but costs 1 EP per bolt and has the normal Sorcerer save DC. 

Tier III: Harrowing Blast (4 Endurance) 
See The Darklands p.65, but costs 5 EP and has the normal Sorcerer save DC.  Instead of draining dark cultists, it drains 1d4 Endurance from each evil creature of less hit die than the caster within 30 feet, whether they wish it or not.

Dark Word: Pain (5 Endurance) 
Caster launches on ball of glowing evil fire, 20ft diameter. Does four times the casters base magical damage in damage (Fire) to everyone in area, reflex save for half. (Note that all targets are hit, you can’t make it ignore people like those wimpy brotherhood types.) Anyone damaged is at -2 to all checks, saves and rolls for D4 turns thereafter. 

Dread Word: Agony (7 Endurance) 
This spell kills every evil creature (apart from the caster) of less hit die than the caster within 30 feet. Targets of the spell take fire damage equal to the caster's base magical damage multiplied  by  the number of creatures sacrificed in this way.  (However, it can never do more than 150 damage to a target.)  Targets may make a Reflex save for half. If a target takes damage, they also suffer -4 to all checks, saves and rolls for 2d4 rounds thereafter.


CLOAK
The ability to protect oneself from physical damage.

Tier I: Mantle of Darkness (3 Endurance) 
See The Darklands p.117.

Tier II: Dark Shroud (2 Endurance) 
Shifting shadows blanket the sorcerer, distorting vision and granting the sorcerer partial concealment and a 20% miss chance against all aimed attacks.  This effect lasts for one round per class level.

Tier III: Armour of Darkness (4 Endurance) 
The shadows blanketing the sorcerer solidify, granting him both a +4 armour bonus and a +4 natural armour bonus to AC.  This effect lasts for 1 minute, plus a number of rounds equal to her Intelligence bonus.

Dark Word: Midnight (5 Endurance) 
The RHS becomes fully concealed, granting a 50% miss chance against all physical and magical attacks, as a pall of magical darkness steals over him, utterly hiding him from view.  Normal light is extinguished and darkvision cannot penetrate the veil, which covers the sorcerer and all within a 15-foot diameter.  The sorcerer is immune to effects which require the target to be pinpointed (unless the enemy can see in magical darkness).  Psychic damage still takes effect normally, as this is fought beyond the limits of normal vision.

Dread Word: Invisibility (6 Endurance) 
Calling the shadows about him to hide all sight and sound, the sorcerer vanishes from view altogether.  If the sorcerer is in a shadowed or darkened area, he is invisible to normal vision and darkvision, cannot be heard and gains a 50% miss chance against against all aimed physical or magical attacks.  Whilst so hidden, the sorcerer cannot use any light source (or step within its 'bright' radius) and cannot speak or utter spells, but does gain the ability to see normally in darkness whilst invisible, despite the lack of light.
The spell lasts for a maximum of one hour, but will usually be dispelled long before then, as keeping up the spell does preclude any other spell-casting.


DECEPTION
The ability of right-hand magic to cloud and confuse another’s brain.

Tier I: Guise (1 Endurance) 
The Sorcerer may change his form in the manner of a Helghast. This allows him to assume any humanoid form, but the Guise is broken by close physical contact.

Tier II: Illusion (1 Endurance) 
As Guise above, but the sorcerer can now change the shape of objects, such as making a staff look like an iron rode, or making Kika look like Gold Crowns. These changes will survive physical contact, but only last while they are in the sorcerer’s line of sight however, and anyone seeing them may make a Will save if they suspect the items are not real. (They suspect the character for passing false coin for example.)

Tier III: Mass Guise (4 Endurance) 
As Guise above, but the Sorcerer can now change the forms of others, although he can affect no more than one per class level.

Dark Word: Fallacy (5 Endurance) 
This allows the Sorcerer to take an individual and completely cloud all his perceptions, he cannot change what is actually happening, but he can change the appearance of everything involved. So if the target is drinking goblets of blood with a Darklord, he could make the Darklord look like a human, and he could make the goblet of blood look, taste and smell like a cup of tea, but he couldn’t make it look like the Darklord was attacking, or make the blood look like a Zlanbeast. The target may make a Will save to see through the illusion if he suspects it’s not real.

Dread Word: Surreality (7 Endurance) 
With this level the sorcerer can warp his target's perceptions with no regard for reality, he can make his subject sense whatever sensation he desires and there is little his subject can do. The target may make a Will save to see through the illusion if he suspects it’s not real, but if he fails, the Sorcerer is free to place him through whatever fantasy he wishes. 


DIMENSION DOOR
The ability to distort and tear time and space. 

Tier I: Displacement (3 Endurance) 
This spell teleports the caster a number of yards equal to his base magical damage in a random direction. The caster may cast this spell reactively like the Brotherhood Counterspell (LWRPG, p.19) to avoid attacks. 

Tier II: Warp (3 Endurance) 
The caster gains 20% concealment for a number of rounds equal to his class level.

Tier III: Darkling Gate (5 Endurance) 
This spell creates a tunnel through time and space, that manifests as a dark rip. It lasts for a number of days equal to a roll of the casters base magical damage, although a BCS can dispel it. (A RHS cannot end this voluntarily.) It links the caster's locations with any other location, (On the same plane as the caster currently is,) that the caster has been, with a two way portal, which one person my traverse a round. Use the teleport table from the PHB to determine how accurate it is. 

Dark Word: Rift (5 Endurance)
Like Darkling Gate, but the other end is always somewhere in the Plane of Darkness, (Naar’s choice, not the casters.) This requires the sacrifice of a Demon from the plane of darkness to work. (Any outsider that’s aligned with evil should do.) 

Dread Effect: Portal (7 Endurance) 
Like Darkling Gate, but the other end can be anywhere the caster has been to or had described, including other realms and other planets. Teleporting on Magnamund is without error, anywhere else use the table in the PHB.


DISPEL
This is the Right-Handed version of the Brotherhood spell Counterspell.  It functions identically to its Left-Handed counterpart.


NECROMANCY
The most evocative of evil magic styles is that which takes its name from black magic itself.
Control points represent the limit of how many undead the sorcerer can have serving him and are equal to his base magical combat skill + his Charisma modifier. Any spell cast that would take the sorcerer above that number will fail automatically, but still cost Endurance.
Some necromancers use potions of bilious slime, harvested from deep within the Hellswamp to aid them. Enough Hellswamp slime to power one spell costs 750gp, and trade in such a foul brew is illegal in most civilised countries. 

Tier I: Raise the Dead (3 Endurance)
You may raise one corpse as a Zombie or a Skeleton, depending upon its state of decay. The undead comes into being with a simple instruction it must obey to end its agony, (Examples: “capture the Sommerswerd”, “defend me” or “kill anyone who enters this room”.)
One control point gains you one skeleton or zombie, but expending a vial of Hellswamp slime during the casting allows you to instead control four skeletons or two zombies.  Creatures controlled by applications of Hellswamp slime appear oily, shimmer slightly in the light and leave faint trails of residue where they go.

Tier II: Macabre Enhancement (1 Endurance) 
You act as a focal point for your undead troops, radiating Right Hand Magic that enhances their abilities. Any undead you control, within 30 feet of you or your lieutenant (see Tier III), gains +2 to Strength and Dexterity.  In addition, you may spend your own Endurance on a 1:1 basis to heal any undead within range.
This effect lasts for a number of rounds equal to your class level. 

Tier III: Focus of Death (7 Endurance) 
You may raise a Cabalah (LWRPG p.266) as an undead lieutenant, capable of responding to complex orders and leading other undead you control. Such an undead is totally under the casters control, and may psychically communicate with him (and only him) at any time.  Maintaining such a lieutenant consumes 10 control points, or 5 if raised from a treated skeleton.

Dark Word: Reanimation (5 Endurance)
In but a word you can instantly raise undead until you run out of control points or run out of corpses. The only drawback of this short-cut is the water of the Hellswamp cannot be used to aid your magic so you must pay full points for everything raised. 

Dread Word: Mastery (7 Endurance) 
You may raise any undead creature native to Magnamund, even creating undead with the Darkspawn subtype.  Undead created by this power must have been animated from corpses prepared with Hellswamp slime, cost control points equal to their Endurance dice and must follow a single order, as if created with Raise the Dead. 


PARALYSIS
As the Brotherhood spell Net (LWRPG p.22), except with dark energy sapping the victim's strength, rather than sticky webbing.  (I can't think of anything more interesting and the original author only had six spells!)


SHAPE-CHANGING
The ability of right-hand magic to twist its caster's form. 

Tier I: Assume Form (1 Endurance) 
The Sorcerer may take the form of one of the most basic of Naar’s Creations, the Liganim. This transformation does not change the caster's abilities or skills, but does give him physical opposable thumbs should he have been lacking them.  Humans will gain the Darkspawn subtype and the darkvision special quality. This change lasts until dawn. 

Tier II: Shape Flesh (3 Endurance) 
The sorcerer can now twist his form in much more grotesque ways, adding claws, prehensile tails and pretty much any other appendage.  The sorcerer must roll his base magical damage.  For each point rolled, he may select one of the following modifications: +1 to an ability score, +1 to natural armour, an increase to his natural weapons damage dice, +10 foot to his movement rate, or an extra limb. This change lasts a number of rounds equal to his level in this class. 

Tier III: Spectre (5 Endurance) 
The Sorcerer may transform himself into a Spectre, a ball of glowing coloured gas. This gives him the incorporeal subtype and the Frightful Presence special quality.  The sorcerer can continue to cast spells and to communicate normally, but cannot otherwise interact with the corporeal world, e.g. touching objects, eating, sitting down etc.  This transformation lasts until dawn.

Dark Word: Transformation (5 Endurance) 
You can take on the form and powers of a Helghast, as per The Darklands p.51, whilst retaining your own full power.  In addition, whilst transformed, you may use Guise (Deception Tier I) without expending Endurance.  This spell lasts until the sorcerer loses consciousness or willingly returns to his natural form.

Dread Word: Dread Form (7 Endurance)
The sorcerer can completely reshape his entire body into that of a creature familiar to the Dark Gods.  The list of creatures that may be transformed into include: Beastmen, Cabalahs, Cryptspawn, Daemonaks, Doomwolves, Drakkarrim, Giaks, Gourgaz, Helghasts, Kraan, Skeletons, Szalls, Vordaks and Zombies (LWRPG pp.264 – 284), as well as Agarashi, Curseborn, Dhax, Degradons, Egorgh, Foul Servants, Giaks, Liganim, Nadziranim and Vladoka (The Darklands pp.108 – 119).
This list is not necessarily definitive, but the chosen form must be Small – Large, cannot be incorporeal or gaseous and cannot have any template applied to it.  The maximum Endurance Die of an assumed form is equal to your caster level, to a maximum of 15 ED at 15th level.  If your caster level is less than the base ED of the creature, you cannot transform into that creature.
Your ability scores, class and level, Endurance points, BCS and base saves all remain the same. You gain all extraordinary and supernatural attacks and qualities of the assumed form, but you lose your own supernatural abilities.  You also gain the type and subtypes of the new form in place of your own.  The new form does not disorient you and any lost body parts do not revert to their original forms.
If the new form is capable of speech, you can communicate normally. You retain any spell-casting ability you had in your original form, but the new form must be able to speak intelligibly and must have limbs capable of fine manipulation in order to cast spells.
You acquire the physical qualities of the new form while retaining your own mind. Physical qualities include size, movement capabilities, natural armour and weapons (such as claws, bite, and so on), racial skill bonuses or bonus feats and bodily parts (though you are not necessarily trained in the use of multiple arms etc.)
The new form's height, weight, sex and eye, hair or skin colour are all under your control but must be typical for the creature.  As you have physically become that creature, only magic will indicate anything amiss and your disguise will pass any mundane test.
All equipment worn or held by you either merges into the new form (and becomes non-functional) or appears ready to use, depending on whether or not the chosen form can use those items.  Upon reverting to your normal form, all equipment reappears as they were before, with any new equipment unusable by your normal form falling at your feet.
This transformation lasts for a number of rounds equal to your base magical damage plus your Int bonus.  Such a powerful spell strains the sorcerer's magical reserves and can only be cast once per day, regardless of any other considerations.  Likewise, such a blatant stress upon your body instantly causes the corruption chance to succeed and you gain automatically gain 1 Corruption Point.


VAMPIRIC TOUCH
The power to drain people's health, whilst bolstering your own.

Regardless of the tier, this spell (whether successful or not) may only be used on each person once per hour and the sorcerer may not cast this spell upon himself!  Both the victim and the sorcerer suffer a penalty equal to the tier to skill and ability checks for ten minutes afterwards due to the sudden pain caused by the transfer.

Tier I: Transfer Health
The sorcerer may make a magical melee attack to deal 1 Endurance and heal himself equal to his base magical damage.

Tier II: Blood Syphon
The sorcerer may make a magical melee attack to deal 3 Endurance and heal himself equal to twice his base magical damage.  The sorcerer only suffers the transferral penalty for five minutes.

Tier III: Drain Life
The sorcerer may make a magical melee touch attack to deal 5 Endurance and heal himself equal to three times his base magical damage.  The sorcerer only suffers the transferral penalty for five minutes.

Dark Word: Sacrifice (5 Endurance) 
By cutting open his own body and allowing his blood to flow in sacrifice to the Dark Gods, the sorcerer can transfer his spilt blood into a powerful healing force, regaining Endurance equal to three times his base magical damage and restoring all damage to one ability score (except ability damage caused by Dark or Dread Word usage).
If the Endurance of the spell reduces the sorcerer below 0, the spell cannot be cast.

Dread Word: Intervention (8 Endurance)
Once each night the Sorcerer can directly call upon the power of Naar to save him, instantly restoring all lost Endurance, all ability damage (except from Word usage) and even remaking the item he gained from Dark Favour if broken or disenchanted.  The sorcerer instantly gains 1 Corruption each time this spell is cast.
If the Endurance of the spell reduces the sorcerer below 0, the spell cannot be cast.


WASTING
The ability to drain power from one's foes. 

Tier I: Withering Blast (2 Endurance) 
See The Darklands p.117.

Tier II: Atrophying Blast (2 Endurance) 
As Withering Blast, But deals Dex damage.

Tier III: Deathly Blast (3 Endurance) 
As Withering Blast but Con damage.

Dark Word: Drain (5 Endurance) 
As Withering Blast, but deals 2d6 damage to one physical statistic of the caster's choice, with a Fortitude save for half. For every point of ability damage the caster deals, he regains 1 Willpower.

Dread Word: Soul Leech (6 Endurance) 
As Withering Blast, but deals 1d4 negative levels, with a Fortitude save for half. For every negative level the caster deals, he regains 1d6 Willpower.
 


RHS			BCS			|	RHS			BCS
Balefyre		Lightning Hand	|	Necromancy		(Sense Evil)
 Cloak			Invisible Shield	|	Paralysis		Net
Deception		Mind Charm		|	Shape-Changing	Vigour
Dimension Door	Levitation		|	Vampiric Touch	Mend
Dispel			Counterspell		|	Wasting		(Silence)

